HODNOTIACE NÁSTROJE
K ÚLOHE 2 (TASK 2) – hodnotenie ústneho prejavu – použiteľné na rovesnícke ako aj
sebahodnotenie



Task
completion
/
details
The task was
complete,
the
speaker
has
given
many
details.



Some parts of
the task were
not
covered.
The
speaker
hasn´t
given
many details.



Only few parts
of the task were
covered. There
were very few
details.

Fluency
and Vocabulary
pronunciation
Smooth
and
fluid speech, no
hesitations. All
words
pronounced
well,
good
accent.
Speech mostly
fine,
some
hesitations
to
pick up ideas.
Pronunciation
mostly
good,
accent foreign.
Speech
interrupted by
hesitations.
Sometimes
words cannot be
understood.
Accent foreign.

Grammar

Good control of Grammar
vocabulary,
consistent and
wide range of appropriate for
interesting
the
speech.
words.
Variety
of
grammar forms
used.
Vocabulary
Grammar
used
convey sometimes
most of the accurate for the
ideas.
speech. Some
Sometimes
grammatical
repetition
of errors.
words.
Basic
Basic grammar
vocabulary,
used. Frequent
words
repeat errors
in
often.
grammar forms.

What I/you need to work on: .................................................................
The best part: .........................................................................................

K ÚLOHE 3 (TASK 3) – hodnotenie projektu

Content / Labels /
Names
Include
three
generations. Include
names.
Appearance
/
Readability
Project may use
internet template or
is own work

Use of photos

Title

3 points
My classmate has
included
requirements
according to the
instructions.
The tree looks very
neat and clear. The
generations are easy
to
read.
My
classmate has made
a good effort.

2 points
My classmate has
included most of the
requirements
according to the
instructions.
The tree looks OK.
The generations are
sometimes not easy
to
read.
My
classmate has made
a fair effort.

The photos chosen
are
excellently
chosen.
My
classmate has done
a lot of work making
them neat in the
family tree.
My classmate has
included a title, it is
written in English
and it is done
accurately.

The use of photos is
good. My classmate
has taken some
measures to make
them look neat in the
family tree.
My classmate has
included a title, it
has some errors.

1 point
My classmate has
not included all
requirements
according to the
instructions.
The tree is not very
clear. It is not easy
to
read
the
generations. It is not
clear if my classmate
has made much
effort.
The use of photos
could be better. The
photos are not very
well chosen. The
photos do not look
neat in the family
tree.
My classmate has
not included a title
or included it but it
is not in English and
has many mistakes.

K ÚLOHE 4 (TASK 4) – hodnotenie písomného prejavu

Content

Organisation

Style

Grammar
mechanics

Excellent
The purpose of the
text accomplished.
All topics supported
by details.

Good
The purpose fo the
text
mostly
accomplished. Most
topics covered, some
errors in specificity
or accuracy.
Clear sense of unity, Adequate sense of
logical order of unity, order of ideas
ideas. Nice opening not always logical.
and closing.
Opening or closing
missing.
Smooth,
readable
text. Effective and
interesting
word
choice.

Not always smooth
but still readable
text. Some word
repetition or wrong
choice.
grammar
and Few grammar errors, Some
rules of grammar errors,
rules
of
spelling, punctuation grammar,
spelling
respected.
and punctuation not
always respected.

What are the best parts of the text and why?
What advice would you give to the writer of the text?

OK
The purpose of the
text is not very clear.
Topics are indirect,
supporting
details
not clear.
There is little order
in the text and the
ideas are not always
connected.
Ineffective or no
opening of closing.
At parts the text does
not make sense.
Basic
vocabulary
choice,
many
repetitions.
Quite
a lot
of
grammar
errors,
rules of grammar,
spelling, punctuation
many times not
respected.

